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Short-Cut Secrets Put You on
The “Fulfilled Living” Fast-Track
To Ultimate Health, Wealth,
Freedom and Prosperity…
In 16 Mind-Blowing Weeks!
How to squeeze the MAXIMUM success possible in the
quickest, easiest way (as if by “Remote Control”) from
the Freedom Technology Email Seminar:
The manual you hold in your hands right now (or are reading on your computer)
is one part of the FREE 16 week Freedom Technology Email Seminar, and has
great potential power beyond your wildest dreams. It can forever alter your
entire life (when used properly, that is). And we don’t say that lightly.
So let us show you, if we were standing in your shoes right now, starting from
ground zero, being exposed to this Freedom Technology process for the first
time… exactly what we’d personally do to make sure we benefited from this
life-changing information in the fastest time possible, with the least amount
of effort (or headaches) and profited to the absolute MAXIMUM with this
information.
First: If you’ve received this manual from a friend, you should know that you
could have missed important grounding material, without which this manual won’t
be as meaningful as it could be. If you haven’t done so already, why not register
right now to receive your own manuals. The process takes only 2 minutes, and
it’s completely FREE. Simply go now to www.FreedomTechnology.org/register.htm.
Second: If you haven’t yet read the important Introductory Email called “Lesson
01 – Explaining Current Paradigms and How to Achieve a Paradigm Shift”,
(the one with the picture of the old and young women) you absolutely MUST do
so now. Unless you’ve read and understood the basics covered in that lesson,
what you’re about to read now may not make sense to you. To receive this
lesson, simply register your email address (see above). You’ll receive this
important lesson within seconds.
Third: Now that you’re ready for the meat of this week’s lesson, why not grab a
cup of your favorite drink, print out this eBook, and get out your trusty yellow
highlighter and favorite pen. You really should go to town marking up all the
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paragraphs in this manual…writing down every single idea that gets triggered as
you go through the rest of this manual.
You see, by taking notes you really internalize this life-changing information…
because, after all, there’s a big difference between just “knowing”
something and profiting from the knowledge!
Improved health, fulfilling relationships, fabulous wealth and personal freedom
come from action… absorbing the learning here, getting active with it, instead of
just sitting back and passively reading it.
Fourth: Do you have friends or family who could benefit from this life-changing
information? Imagine what a better place the world would be if everyone had
access to the Freedom Technology Email Seminar! Simply send all your friends
and family to www.FreedomTechnology.org/register.htm to register for their own
FREE Freedom Technology Email Seminar – they’ll thank you for it!

That’s the EXACT method we would use if we were in your shoes starting with
the Freedom Technology Email Seminar.
We have the unique benefit of knowing from first hand experience (both our own
and from feedback from students) that the journey you’re about to commence on
is exciting, fun, unique and life changing. If you will just follow this little guide,
and those to follow over the next few weeks, you will be shocked by the
results you achieve in the next few days, weeks, months, years… and, yes,
your lifetime! Truly.
So, roll up your sleeves, and dig in right now…
What are you still doing here? Your new fulfilled life with Freedom Technology is
waiting for you right now….
Get to it!
Your friends at Freedom Technology:
Dr. Tony Hope, Markus Hart & Vicki Wilson.
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1 Welcome and Introduction
Dear Friend,
Welcome to the first of 2 parts of Independent Wealth Creation Strategies, which
forms part of the Freedom Technology Email Seminar. In this and the next Wealth
Creation lesson, we're going to guide you through the simple steps of leading a truly
fulfilled life, starting with creating your own Financial Independence.
Before we get into the meat of the strategies we are going to teach, it's important
that we again clear up the following points:
1. At no point will you be working for, on behalf of, or for the benefit of Freedom
Technology. We are not some sort of Multi Level Marketing (MLM)
organization. You will be keeping everything you make as a result of
implementing these strategies.
2. By continuing to receive emails from us, you agree that you are solely
responsible for seeking the necessary professional advice before
implementing any of the strategies we are going to teach.
Some have asked why we accept no responsibility for your business venture. Well,
since you're not sharing the profits with us, you can't expect us to carry the can if
you foul it up. All we are doing is giving you our very best advice and knowledge,
gained over years and years of running successful, money-making businesses. You
are fully and totally responsible for your success or failure in applying these concepts
and strategies.
Right, let's get started!

2 What is Independent Wealth Creation?
Let's get one thing straight first. There is absolutely no magic road to riches. If
you've been conned out of your hard-earned money before by some slick sales
person telling you he'll make you a millionaire overnight, you'll know what we mean.
It cannot be done.
There are ONLY three ways of accumulating enough money to live a totally free and
fulfilled life. They are:
1. Steal it;
2. Inherit it, or be given it;
3. Run your own business.
Route Number 1 is not a particularly attractive route because of the very real
possibility of landing in jail, where of course you can't enjoy the fruits of your efforts.
Route Number 2 is purely luck. It's great if you are fortunate enough to be handed a
wedge of cash, but don't count on it!
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That only leaves Route Number 3 - running your own business. For the normal
person, who doesn't inherit or receive wealth, there is only one option, and that is to
start your own business and make a success of it.

2.1 Salaried Positions
What? You thought that maybe you could get rich by working hard for someone
else? For a salary?
Forget trying to become wealthy by working for someone else! It cannot be
done!
As a reminder, a hopelessly trapped wage-slave doesn't stand a chance of making
any serious money. We would go further and say that most employed people can
hardly even pay their way, let alone accumulate money.
Why?
Because the system is designed to ensure their poverty. The entire system of
employment works on the principle of bosses paying the absolute rock-bottom
minimum wage which they can legally get away with. This is called 'market forces'
where the sheep scramble over each other to work for less and less money just to
ensure that they have a job.
For you, this means that regardless of how 'skilled' you are or how 'professional' you
are, unless you are unique, there is always someone waiting in the wings to grab
your job at a lower rate. Therefore by definition you are being paid the absolute
MINIMUM which can possibly be paid to you.
Faced with this one fact alone, one has to be pretty crazy to want to work for
someone else, and yet many people do. Perhaps you're one of them.
The most common reason people give for choosing full-time employment is
"security".
Let's be serious: How much job-security is there nowadays? Are you confident you'll
have the same job 3 months from now? In most Western nations stable salaried
positions are becoming more and more scarce, no matter what the Unemployment
Figures say. Look at the reality around you – the beggars in the street, a steadily
decreasing living standard for all.
Another common reason people give is that they don't know what business to start.
Well that's where Freedom Technology comes in! A little later in this Seminar we’ll
show you how easy it is to set up your own independent revenue generator. But
before we do, let’s discuss a little about money.
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2.2 What is Money?
Time and space do not permit us to go into the full history of the rape of money
through the ages. For now, we will assume that you have some inkling of an idea
that money today exists merely on paper, or worse, merely as bits and bytes in
computers all over the world. Very few currencies are backed by any real measure
of value (like gold or silver).
If you would like to read more on the background of the purposeful debasement of
money (and we encourage you to do so), read The Economic Rape of America,
available free online. While the book is US-centric, the same logic can be applied to
any currency and nation.
Historically, only gold and silver have passed the test of history. Our founding
fathers knew that any divergence from the use of gold and silver would lead to
economic problems.
"I deny the power of the general government to making paper money, or anything
else a legal tender." -- Thomas Jefferson
"The terms 'lawful money' and 'lawful money of the United States' shall be construed
to mean gold or silver coin of the United States." (12 USC 152)
"Legal tender is quite different from lawful money. In no U.S. law are Federal
Reserve notes declared to be "lawful money." Lawful money is that money described
in the Coinage Act of 1792 and in Article I, section 10 of the U.S. Constitution: gold
and silver... the only money the Supreme Law of the Land allows states to make
legal tender." -- Tupper Saussy, 1980
We’ve mentioned these quotes just to show you that money in circulation today is in
fact illegal! Very few people realize this, and we’d encourage you to do your own
research on this, because we’d like to move on to another paradigm shift.
Before we do, please make sure you have read and followed our explanation of
Paradigms and Paradigm Shifts, which we discussed in Seminar 01. This is very
important.

2.2.1 Changing Your View of Money
We’ve established already that paper money is in fact illegal. We also know that
paper money is “fiat” money. The term “fiat money” refers to what people are
forced by government decree to use as medium of exchange. The Latin word “fiat”
means “let it be done.” All paper money, including the U.S. dollar, is fiat money,
since our governments do not allow us to use any other currency to, for example,
pay our taxes. (Try paying your US taxes with Euro’s, or your British taxes with
South African Rands, or your Canadian taxes with physical gold, or your Australian
taxes in silver coinage – you won’t get very far).
So, our governments are forcing us to use illegal money. Or taking this one step
further, they are forcing us to break the law every time we perform a financial
transaction. Of course, no-one is going to throw you in jail simply for producing US
© Copyright 2005 and beyond. All rights reserved.
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dollars to pay for your groceries in a US supermarket, but that’s just the point we’re
trying to make – breaking the law ISN’T always a black-or-white matter. Laws can
be twisted, and very often are by governments.
Now, let’s take this matter one step further. In doing so, you may well be shocked
at what we’re suggesting, but keep in mind; we’re just trying to get you to think
about money for what it is: bits and bytes in a computer, nothing more, and nothing
less.

2.2.2 When is it Acceptable to Steal Money?
Aaah! We thought that might make you sit up and take notice!
We’ve already proved that by using fiat money, we are being forced to break the
law. It would seem then that fiat money is above and beyond the law. If
governments can break the law by forcing us to use it, can we as individuals not
“break the law” too, are far as money is concerned? If money is nothing more than
bits and bytes in a computer, can we not use that to our advantage to speed the
accumulation thereof?
Before reading any further, we must make this one distinction about “breaking the
law”.
Any criminal activity which harms another human being is against the principles of
any Freedom Technology member, and will never be entertained. But any activity
performed against an already corrupt system cannot be deemed as criminal.
This is because no individual is being harmed, and the same principles are being
applied as those of the corrupt system.
Read the previous paragraph again before continuing. Notice that we are not
promoting anarchy by breaking every law there is (governments should still be
respected, even if we don’t agree with everything they stand for). The point we are
trying to make is that governments break laws every day, and live according to a
different set of laws as those imposed on us, their subjects. Which set of laws is
correct?
We’re getting a bit beyond ourselves here, and are delving into material which we’re
going to cover much later in this series.
For now, let’s just say that, for example, taking a loan from a bank which you have
no intention of repaying would ordinarily be considered a crime. However, no
individual is harmed, and you are simply moving bits and bytes from the bank’s
computer into your own account, using their own corrupt system of fiat money.

2.2.2.1 Morality
We feel it’s necessary at this point to take a short time-out to discuss Morality. The
Freedom Technology Member bypasses conventional morality. He operates from his
own internally generated set of 'morals' which may, or may not agree with the
morality of his time and place.
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Read the above sentence again. It has profound implications for you, if you are to
remain a member of Freedom Technology.
He takes as few decisions as possible because he knows that he has hardly any
information concerning the actual effect of his decisions.
Whilst others pontificate noisily about 'rights' and 'wrongs', the Freedom Technology
member gets on with doing something enjoyable and life-enhancing, while
understanding the consequences of his actions. We will discuss this in more detail in
a future lesson.
Back to the bank loan.
Note that if you were to stop repaying a loan, there would be consequences if you
are caught. But if you avoid being caught, this would be a justifiable action taken
against an already corrupt system. Incidentally, if this were to happen, you would
not end up with a criminal record – simply an adverse credit record. Makes one
wonder why there’s no criminal record – maybe the banks know that their money
system is already illegal and therefore won’t press charges? Hmmm…

2.3 Leverage
So to stress, we’re not suggesting you take out as many loans as you can with the
intention of defaulting. But hopefully the preceding section has changed one view
you might have about money.
The other view of money we need to change is the commonly held view that the
amount of money one earns is directly related to the amount of effort expended.
You know: if I work overtime this month I’ll earn enough to go on holiday, or pay all
the bills, or whatever.
This is a very limiting belief, and is the one belief mostly responsible for keeping the
vast majority of salaried slaves ‘average’. And yet this need not be the case at all.
By learning to leverage your time, you can apply creative effort just once and
continue to generate revenue from that once-off effort.
The best examples of the concept of leverage are pop stars. Let’s use Britney
Spears as a specific example. During her early teenage years she worked really hard
writing and singing songs and recording high impact music videos which sold
exceptionally well. After a number of years of hard work and tremendous success,
she married, stopped recording and got fat. Of course, she can afford to not have to
work for a very long time, because her ongoing album sales are still earning her a
significant royalty, even though she’s no longer performing. She did the work once,
up front, and now continues to reap the rewards. That’s leverage, and it’s a very
powerful concept.
Now that we’ve shattered two major myths we have about money, let’s see if we can
apply any of our newly discovered principles into a new Independent Wealth Creation
Machine.
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2.4 Dot Com’s Are Not Dead!
If you have never thought of running your own business, or are already running a
small business and struggling, then here's a little golden nugget of advice:
DROP EVERYTHING YOU'RE DOING RIGHT NOW AND TAKE A GOOD, LONG,
HARD LOOK AT SELLING A PRODUCT ON THE INTERNET
If you are in the online marketing business already, then please be patient. In later
Seminars we'll be giving you some incredible information which could increase your
response by UP TO ONE HUNDRED TIMES! But there are people reading this who
have never considered using the Internet for anything other than surfing and
browsing, so we have a little educating to do here.
The real world is no place for a small or home-based business. At least not if you
want to double or triple your income every year. There is only one place that this
type of rapid income growth can perpetuate: in cyberspace. Only online can a "tinybudget business" experience rapid growth in income.
There are many reasons for this. Among them are the tiny operating costs, a global
customer base, and the ability to continue selling 24 hours a day, even while you
sleep.
Here's something worth considering:
Very few corporations and conglomerates ever give VALUE FOR MONEY.
"But that's impossible", I hear you say, "I keep hearing that phrase all the time:
value for money."
Exactly. It's another way we've been conned into buying things from megacorporations: by being told we're getting 'value for money'. It's seldom found these
days! To make a profit, any large business has to sell things for MORE money than
they are really worth. To do this, they merely convince prospects that the goods are
worth what they are paying for them. This is the basis of ALL advertising, and when
you buy anything, from a packet of crisps to a BMW, you are paying way, way, way
over and above what the product is really worth. Otherwise how could all those
middle men possibly make their cuts?
And THIS is the true beauty of selling an Information Product on the Internet.
Information has PERCEIVED value, and yet costs miniscule amounts to produce and
deliver. So an item which costs very little to produce, nothing to store (it's digital, so
it's stored in bits and bytes) and peanuts to deliver (it's sent via email instead of by
Express Mail), can easily be sold for $20 to $50 a piece. And because you have a
global market, hundreds or thousands of these products can be sold monthly.
Are you beginning to understand the beauty of selling Information Products on the
Internet?
Phenomenal successes abound on the Internet. One entrepreneur recently made
more than $1 million in ONE day! Don't believe us? See www.MillionDollarDay.com.
© Copyright 2005 and beyond. All rights reserved.
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So what do you need to succeed in this business?
You need a helping hand from a team which has been in this game for more than 5
years. And that team is none other than Freedom Technology. Seriously, we've
spent YEARS learning the hard way, and we're applying those lessons learnt by
making it easy for you to succeed online too. Believe us, it's a total jungle out there,
and without someone to show you the way, you will almost certainly LOSE MONEY at
this game. But if you follow our advice, we promise that you will have absolutely the
best chance of getting rich, with MINIMUM risk.
We are prepared to teach you, if you are prepared to learn.
We'll tell you every little wrinkle, every little dodge, we'll hold absolutely nothing
back. After we've finished, if you can't make a ton of money from selling a product
online then there's no hope for you!

2.4.1 But Be Warned!
If you've ever looked at online money making strategies before, you'll already know
what to prepare yourself for. If you've never considered this lucrative form of
leveraging your time to earn money even while you sleep, let us warn you now that
by blindly going online and starting your search, you will be bombarded by
erroneous, distorted, inaccurate, puffed up, and overpriced advice and
strategies about how to make money online.
Here's another harsh truth: 99% of the information you'll be swamped with is
rehashed by so-called Internet Marketing Guru's (self-proclaimed, by the way).
Practically every single one of the products that will be offered has its origins in the
works of the following people (in no particular order):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Claude Hopkins,
Emanuel Haldeman-Julius,
Raymond Rubicam,
Maxwell Sackheim,
James Webb Young,
Rosser Reeves,
David Ogilvy,
Alvin Eicoff,
J Douglass Edwards,
Jay Abraham,
Gary Halbert,
Leo Burnett, and
George Cecil.

The pathway to true Internet wealth has become blurred because of garbage
marketing information, dished out by Internet wannabes, that railroads everyone
who uses it.
To make matters worse, for every success on the Internet there are at least 10,000
failures, possibly far more (no accurate study has ever been conducted). Let's get
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down to the truth: at least 98% of all the individuals who start marketing on the
Internet won't make a single solitary dime!

2.4.2 Why the High Failure Rate?
Because they either don't have the right product or they can't connect with buyers
for their product. It's as simple as that.
So if the failure rate is so high and it's so difficult to find reliable information, you
may be asking yourself why on earth we're recommending that you consider selling a
product on the Internet?
Because, once you have the discipline to ignore the hundreds of slick sales letters
you'll come across online and understand the principles we are about to share with
you, it really is easy to make money online.
Now listen carefully, because you won't find this information summarized as
succinctly ANYWHERE. Get this right and you'll be able to break free from the
bondage of a salaried job, forever!

2.4.3 Seven Power Steps To Making Money On The Internet
Power Step 1: Own a web site that sells products using the DIRECT response
principle. In other words have a hard-hitting, direct sales letter on your site, with no
other confusing links and offers. Your sales letter should follow the AIDA principle:
•
•
•
•

It must attract ATTENTION,
it must continually draw INTEREST as the prospect is reading it,
it must create DESIRE and finally,
it must DEMAND ACTION NOW. (We'll show you how to do this.)

Power Step 2: Sell what the public WANTS & will pay money for. It's the law of
Supply and Demand. In other words, don't try to sell something that only YOU have
a passion for. (We'll show you how to find what people are searching for online.)
Power Step 3: Own your product 100%. In other words, don't sell affiliate products
as your primary source of income. (We'll show you how easy it is to create your own
digital information products which can be downloaded instantly from the Internet
once you've received payment.)
Power Step 4: Control the price of what you sell online, and constantly test which
price, which ad copy, which bonus, and which guarantee offers the greatest return.
In other words, never stop testing and tweaking your sales letter. (We'll show you
how easy it is to test two versions of an advert simultaneously.)
Power Step 5: Own a private list of subscribers who have ASKED you to keep in
contact with them. Build trust and a relationship with them by regularly sending
them brief, fresh, useful information that can change their lives.
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Power Step 6: Set up to instantly accept credit card orders online. If you're going to
make money you have to be able to take payments made directly to you - not to a
third party who may or may not pay you at some point in the future.
Power Step 7: Promote your products like crazy, or you won't be making ANY sales
whatsoever. Forget what the experts say about getting free traffic to your brand
new website - their techniques are outdated in the constantly changing world of
online marketing. (We'll show you the most effective promotion tactics which,
although not free, give excellent return on your investment.)
Now some of these steps may be a little confusing right now, because we're throwing
a lot of new information on the table. But in the next installment of Independent
Wealth Creation we're going to show you exactly what we mean. We can't get ahead
of ourselves just yet!

2.4.4 The Internet Wealth Creation Secret
One last thing before we end this week's Seminar topic.
We are often asked: "What is the secret of how the "Big Names" make their
money?"
Well, we're not going to make any friends here, but here is the truth: There is no
secret. No matter what various courses or books tell you, no matter how many
gurus shout it from the rooftops that they have the only secret to making money
online, there is no magic formula.
We're shooting ourselves in the foot here! We hope you appreciate this, so listen up.
You'll only ever get rich working for yourself. If you are part of an MLM, or selling
someone else's product, then you're NOT working for yourself. Sure, you can make
a comfortable income selling or in an MLM, but you'll never get RICH and there's
always someone above you making more.
You subscribed to the Freedom Technology Email Seminar because you want to
become independently wealthy. To do that, you must get other people to give you
money.
All straightforward so far?
If there really IS a secret to making money online, here it is (and you won't find this
anywhere else):
Listen to what the experts say, copy their techniques, but DON'T fall for
their convincing!
Buying yet another book, course, tape or DVD series or attending a seminar will NOT
make you a millionaire!
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These 'experts' are good at what they do. They are good at convincing you to part
with your hard earned cash. They'll convince you that they are your personal friends
and they will make you believe that they will make you millions.
You are after a short cut. You are after a quick buck. So... YOU are susceptible to
these promises!
They have thousands of affiliates selling their products, signing people up and
promoting like crazy. Each affiliate is hoping to get rich by earning 30-50% on
whatever they are selling. Some make it, most don't, but the winners are ALWAYS
the people at the top!
So how do you get rich?
Copy these experts!
Obtain your OWN product!
Get other people selling for YOU!
Everything we've told you not to accept for yourself, do to others! This is difficult for
some people to do, but we are telling you the truth.
It's your task to get others to believe in you.
It's your task to take their money.
Build your own service, write your own e-book or develop your own product.
Then sell it. That's the only way to become wealthy.
If you latch on to every word the experts say, you'll get caught in the trap of
spending, spending and more spending. You'll be buying e-books, buying tapes,
attending seminars, buying expensive domains, websites and mailing servers.
You don't need any of this.
But we're getting way ahead of ourselves! The purpose of today's lesson was purely
to introduce you to the idea of selling a product on the Internet, and warn you that
there are slick salesmen out there trying to extricate as much cash from you as
possible. Beware of them.
One final word, in case you haven't got the message:
There is only ONE low-risk, legal way of getting rich, apart from being given money.
This way is to start your own online business. And it's fun, too. Most normal
businesses are a first class pain in the rear-end. They require lots of money at the
start. They require your life's efforts for at least five years before the rewards start
flowing in. Most normal businesses fail within two years of start-up, resulting in huge
personal losses for the owners. We say, "Forget all that". We suggest starting a
business which requires no premises, no staff, no overheads (to speak of), and most
importantly - no large start-up capital. We'll be telling you exactly how to start this
business from scratch, the CHEAPSKATES way! When you start making profit from
your business, then you can spend a little on improving the business - but NOT
BEFORE.
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And we’re very excited to tell you about a marketing vehicle we’ve created just for
you. We’ll do ALL the advertising for your newly created product, and YOU keep all
the revenue. But this is way, way ahead of where we’re at now. We’ll tell you about
these details towards the end of the Seminar. We just HAD to mention it now,
because it’s so exciting we’re just busting to tell you! But all in due course…

2.5 Debt
Now we want to hit you hard with a statement which might surprise you, because it
comes from a lesson which we haven't yet covered. It has to do with making you
wealthy. It has to do with money, and it's worth mentioning to you now.
All Freedom Technology Members have total control over impulse
consumption on credit.
What do we mean?
Very simply, ensuring that your debt is well-managed, and always within control. A
Freedom Technology Member understands the workings of debt, and understands
that well managed debt enhances liquidity and therefore freedom of action.
One of the main secrets of becoming wealthy is first to control debt. It took us ages
and ages to learn this simply stated fact. Wealthy people kept telling us this 'secret'
but we refused to listen. In fact we thought you had to borrow lots of money to
become rich. You know, to 'invest' in your company, to make it grow, etc. Well we
were wrong. There are numerous examples of small businesses who have lost
everything because a bank walked in and shut the operations down when debt
wasn't serviced properly. We'll be returning to this subject again at a later date, but
we wanted to warn you about it early on.
The other reason we mention it now, is because selling a product online is the ONLY
legitimate business we know of that you can start without going into serious debt.
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3 Wrapping Up
In the next Independent Wealth Creation Seminar we're going to go into more detail
about what's involved in making money online, after a brief discussion on the Laws
of Nature regarding Wealth Creation and Financial Independence, which are:
1. MATERIALIZATION: This is a fundamental law of the Universe: what the
mind of man can conceive, it can bring about. The mind is the workshop in
which everything is initially created. Without having a plan, there is no
direction. Unless there is direction, no destination will be reached. Such a life
is meaningless. Once you understand this law you will be able to discover
and implement the true purpose for your own life.
2. PERSISTENCE: Without persistence, very little is ever achieved. With it,
anything can be accomplished. Understanding and harnessing it can lead to
the achievement of ANY goal. A Plan without Persistence is no plan at all.
3. ACTUALIZATION: The ultimate reason and purpose for a successful life is
to attain transcendent self-actualization. This is what we at Freedom
Technology refer to as the Omega Point. (More about this later!) Selfactualization is to find self-fulfillment and realize one's full potential. Selftranscendence is to connect to something beyond the ego or to help others
find self-fulfillment and realize their potential.
4. LEVERAGE: This law is the principle of taking all of your assets (your time
being the most valuable) and making them work for you. The best known
example of leverage is that of pop stars or authors, who apply effort once
(recording an album, writing a book) and continue earning income for years
after, every time an album or book is sold. Until you can leverage your time,
you will never become wealthy and powerful.
We’re going to cover all this and more in the next Wealth Creation Seminar.

)

Side Note: A small percentage of readers are NOT shocked by anything
they’ve read to date. If you’re one of them, here’s an explanation.
One of the advantages of the Internet is the fact that we can make this
information available to large numbers of people at low distribution cost (as
opposed to printing books and physically mailing manuals).
The disadvantage is that we know nothing about you. If we did we could
dive right in at the appropriate depth and provide new information which
WILL shock you. We must lay the groundwork and foundations first.
Please understand this, and bear with us as we bring other readers up to
your level of understanding. By the time we’ve completed the basics of
each of the 5 Essential Pillars of Fulfilled Living, we’ll be able to move ahead
into the really challenging and exciting material. We promised we wouldn’t
waste your time, and we intend standing by that promise.
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But before we get onto that, we’re going to cover an even more contentious topic
next week: Religion and Metaphysical Truths. No matter what your religion is, we
guarantee you’re going to be blown away by some of the Absolute Truths (and these
are all religion-independent) that we cover next week. Stay tuned and look out for
next week's email entitled FT Seminar 07 – Metaphysical and Absolute Truths.

To your new truly fulfilled life!
Your friends at Freedom Technology:
Dr. Tony Hope, Markus Hart & Vicki Wilson

PS. If you enjoyed this week’s lesson, you might want to tell your friends about
Living a Free and Fulfilled Life. We’ve made it as easy as possible to do - all it
takes is 1 minute and 3 clicks of your mouse. Tell your friends today so that
together we can inform and enlighten the world, and make it a better place to live
for all (and your friends will thank you): Tell a Friend!
PPS. We’d love to know what you thought about this Seminar, good and bad.
Please send us your thoughts and comments here.
PPPS. Did you know that your testimonial about the Freedom Technology Email
Seminar can literally change the world? Find out how.
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Appendixes
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4 Appendix A – Useful Freedom Technology Web Pages
Question
1. Where do I register for the Freedom
Technology Email Seminar?
2. What is Freedom Technology all
about?
3. What topics are covered in the
Freedom Technology Email
Seminar?
4. Where can I find out about more
Freedom Technology and the people
behind the company?
5. I have further questions – where can
I go for answers?
6. Where can I interact with other
Freedom Technology members?
7. How do I contact Freedom
Technology?
8. I’d like to tell my friends and family
about the Email Seminar – how do I
do that?
9. I’m interested in taking the Freedom
Technology principles further – can
you recommend other resources?
10. Where can I find out more about a
long-term plan to change society’s
perceptions?
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Web Address
FreedomTechnology.org/register.htm
FreedomTechnology.org/overview.htm

FreedomTechnology.org/pillars.htm

FreedomTechnology.org/about.htm

FreedomTechnology.org/faq.htm
FreedomTechnology.org/forum
info@FreedomTechnology.org

Tell a Friend

FreedomTechnology.org/resources

www.ThreeWorldWars.com
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5 Appendix B – Recommended Wealth Creation
Resources
Remember that the FT Seminar will introduce new concepts to you and explain
certain principles. However, if we were to go into the detail of every principle, you
would have 100’s more pages to read, and some of it may not be applicable to you.
That’s why we include these Recommended Resources. They’re tried and tested by
us and we can highly recommend them. Go ahead and see what they’re about.
In this seminar we warned you that you will be bombarded by erroneous,
distorted, inaccurate, puffed up, and overpriced advice and strategies when you
go searching for products and services online.
Over the years we have spent hundreds of thousands of dollars purchasing and
testing numerous claims made by online marketers. The vast majority are
worthless. Here, though, are a number of products we can highly recommend. We
have purchased them all and applied most of their principles in our various online
businesses, and can testify that they work, and work well.
We regularly update our Online Resources section to always bring you the most
cutting edge information available. See the latest resources online.

How to Create & Sell Products Online
Michael Green's Private System For
Creating Wealth - Now Revealed For The
First Time In His Amazing New Easy-ToFollow Toolkit

How To Promote Your Product
At last! The 24 Power Keys required to
promote absolutely any product, service
or business online.
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The Super Affiliate Handbook
Read the amazing true story of how one
woman, with no previous business
experience, earns 400,000+ per year ...
selling other people's stuff online!
In her down-to-earth, sincere and often
humorous style, Rosalind Gardner guides
you through the entire process of
building an affiliate marketing business
on the 'Net. In 230+ pages, and more
than 68,000 words, you'll learn how to
pick the best programs, negotiate a
commission raise and save time, money
and effort on everything from affiliate
software to web hosting.

The Whole Truth About Internet
Marketing
A little known 34 year old Michigan
internet marketer consistently making
over +$30,000.00 a month in net profits
reveals the astonishing whole truth and
nothing but the truth about internet
marketing. We’ve read hundreds of
products, and this one really does ‘spill
the beans’. Very impressive and highly
recommended.

Amazing Trading Plans
If You Would Like To Trade Full-Time
From A Laptop And Spend Much Of Your
Time Traveling At Your Leisure, Then
Here's Your Shortcut Guide To Trading
Success!
Now, for the first time, you can learn
how to make real trading profits quickly
using tested, proven trading methods the
professionals don't want you to know.
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Fibonacci Secrets
A Remarkably Effective (and Amazingly
Simple) Way to Predict Significant Market
Price Moves Before They Happen...

Elite Inner Circle
“How to get rich, happy, and attract
anything you want into your life, with a
closely guarded secret known only by the
world's elite few...”
Magnetize your desires... Attract your
dreams... And create a life of happiness,
success and luxury, NOW!

The Secrets of Creating Wealth
Struggling to make ends meet? Read
this and never worry about money again.
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